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Hundreds gather to celebrate King's birthday
by Kim Hudson
news editor

It was almost standing room only last
Monday in the J .c. Penney Auditorium as the
campus gathered to celebrate the life and
legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
On Jan. 20, faculty, staff, students and
their families joined together to wish the late
Rev . Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. happy birthday and to tie his accomplishments to those of
UM -St. Louis. Dr. Douglas Wartzok, dean of
the Graduate School, pointed out that the
P University has increased minority enrollment
for the 1996-97 school year and improved its
minority faculty recruitment program. He

noted that it was the first school in the Uni versity of Missouri system to suspend classes for
the King Holiday. However, ·he also said the
holiday was a time to regroup in the fight
against racism. We take time to recommit
ourselves to the goal offust class citizenship
for every individual regardless of race, sex,
creed or color," Wartzok said.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was an avid
leader in the civil rights movement of the
1960's . Although he was born on January 15,
1929, his birthday is celebrated as a national
holiday on the following Monday of each
year. A video presentation that showed scenes
of King at work with his colleagues and at
play with his family also pointed out that he

was the first African-American to have a
national holiday in his honor.
The university choir and symphony were
on hand to bring a spiritual tone to the event
with songs like "Lift Every Voice and Sing"
and "We Shall Overcome".
The keynote speaker was both a successor and a beneficiary ofthe civil rights movement. The Honorable Judge Ronnie L White
was the first African-American to sit on the
Missouri Supreme Court. He said that many
strides have been made since the days of
King , but he also pointed out that a lack of
responsibility seems to cause the problems
evide nt today.
"If you live long enough and work hard

enough, you can see change," White said. "But,
there is too much finger-pointing and blaming
others for our problems. " He encouraged young
people to avoid shying away from the problems
of their communities and warned everyone
against allowing the world to deteriorate due to
a lack of caring for others.
While adults gathered and heard the encouraging words of the day, the testimony of
progress showed in the children who were
present. Day Hardaway , a senior at Metro High
School, spoke briefly on what the King holiday
meant to her and also pointed out that the
struggle for equal rights is far from over.
"[The King Holiday1 is a celebration of
what my elders had to go through," she said.

'P acked Metro Link lots crowd
students out of parking

"But although things are much better than they
were 35 years ago, I feel that his dreams have
not been achieved. Racism still exists and opportunities are not equal."
To help remedy this problem, Cyrus E.
Rodgers and Helene Sherman of the Elementary, Early Childhood and Physical Education
departments organized workshops for children
ages 4 to IS. At the end of the program, 125
children filled the aisles with presentations from
their classes.The event was organi zed by the
Office of Equal Opportunity with help from
University Relations, as well as UM-Sl. Louis
Exhibits and Collections, which will be organi zing other events for Black History Month.
For event information call 516-5695.

No rest for the weary

by Bill Rolfes
news associate
Vehicles without parking stickers have
been taking up spaces near Metrolink stations on both the North and South Campuses.
Lately, parking lots reserved for
Metrolink users have been filling to capacity, and cars are overflowing onto
student lots E , T and Y. Because of this
situation, students must park elsewhere.
Sergeant Bruce Gardiner, of the UMSt. Louis police, said lots J and K on
North Campus, hav e plenty of student
parking areas open, but the lo ts are not as
close to the buildings as students want to
park.
Near the Metrolink parking lot on
North Campus, a sign di splays the message: " Overflow Metro Link Parking
Please Use Garage H." Gardiner said
people use lot H "from time to time .."
The campus used to have a limited tow
policy, meaning if a vehicle received a
certain number of tickets, it would be
towed.
But the University does not allow this
anymore , Gardiner said. The Board of
Curators does allow the campus police to
remove any abandoned vehicles, equip,ment or materials.
"But ifsomeone parks a car and leaves,

HWe Can ticket cars, but
the problem is .. . if a
person is a visitor, there is
not much we can do about
it. We wouldhave to have
someone stand out there
and ask people not to park
there. "
--Bruce Gardiner
-UM-St. Liwis P Ii
Sergeant
"We do not have ordinances to be
enforced by the police department," he
said.
The parking lot at the North Hanley
Metrolink station is usually full,
GJIdiner said, because a lot of business
people park there. Gei ge r A venue , beside the station , is often lined with cars .
Gardiner said Metrolink users park
at UM-St. Louis around the clock.
"Parking is overflowing into the north
end of lot E and the east ends of T and
Y," Gardiner said . "The Metro Link is
outgrowing its parking lat."

it's not really abandoned," Gardiner said .
"We can ticket cars, but if the person is a
visitor, there is not much we can do about
it. We would have to have someone stand
out there and ask people not to park there."
The police can cross-reference a license
plate number with the Department of Revenue to get information about the owner of
the car.
If the information m atches a UM-St.
L oui s student or staff member, the University can bill that person.
However, there is 110 way of billing
visitors, Gardiner said.

Ashley Cook/The Current

Patty Langford, receptionist at the College of Arts & Sciences adviSing
office, takes a break to catch up on her reading.

Title III grant reduces University red tape Bank leaders
-

Goals of TIll
Development
Grant
•

Improve academic
advising

•

Improve communication
be'tween University
departments

•

Provide students with
up-tO-date degree
audits

•

Update technology in
the administrative units

Transfer students to profit from new degree audit system

by Bill Rolfes
news associate
A n.umber of student services at UM -St.
Louis have improved thanks to the Title III:
Strengthening Institutions Program , and a
$1.4 million grant from the federal government.
Title III provided funding to develop systems and software, said Karl Beeler, associate vice chancellor of Student Affairs. Now,
students don't have to wait in long lines at the
cashier's office or suffer long delays when
getting degree audits .
The new systems , Beeler explained, will
give students what they want, he added , "Most
students want access to information," hesaid.
Title III funds the Degree Audit Reporting System (DARS). This new system will
allow full-time and faculty advisors to view a
student's degree audit on-line.

Pamela M oehl, Title III coordinator, said
DARS used about 45 percent of the grant.
Engineering, education and business advisors have been using DARS since June
1995, Moehl said . As of Winter 1997, advisors in the College of Arts and Sciences and
the Evening College will be using it.
"The system is working quite well in the
engineering department," Moehl said.
By Fall 1997, Moehl explained, students
will be able to view degree audits at home',via
the internet. A student considering a change
in major can enter a code and see what courses
he or she would need to complete the degree
requirements.
Another new system is now in effect for
processing transcripts more efficiently than
in the past. Advisors now have access to an
undergraduate's transcripts within 24 hours
afteT the University receives transcripts.
On average, Moehl said, about 75 percent

of UM -St. Louis students are tran sfers.
She saidstudents have had to wait m onths,
and in some cases two years, to find out if
their courses transferred . New student now
will be able to see, up front , if their classes
will transfer and what requirements they
mu st fulfill to complete their degrees.
"It wasn't unusual that a student would
be mi ss ing a requirement and not find out
about it until right before graduation,"
Moehl said. "Under the new system , decisions about course equivalency can be
made within 48 hours on about 80 percent
of courses transferred. "
Title III also funded a system for tracking and actively recruiting prospective
students .
"Before we got the new system ,"
Moehl said , "if a prospective student con-

see Title III, page 8
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meet for
colloquium
by Doug Harrison
managing editor
Presidents of four Federal Reserve
Bank met Friday and discussed various
topics related to money and central banking in the 21st century, marking an unprecedented meeting of its kind.
The colloquium, sponsored by the
departments of Political Science and Economics and the School of Business Administration, came io the University
through the efforts of Dennis Judd, profes sor of Political Science, and Michael
Jordan, a doctoral candidate in the Political Soience Department

see Bankers, page 8

Rod ney Havvthorne
drives to the hoop against
Levvis. Story on page 5.
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by Scott Lamar
editor in chief
Two weeks ago, I talked to several graduates following commencement. I asked them
what their plans were now that college was
finally over.
"I don't know" was the most popular response. I think if you
actually looked hard
enough at some of
these people, you
could see their smiles
masking a somewhat
pensive appearance.
It is a scary
thought. To spend
four, five, maybe
even six years working and studying until your eyes bleed and then,
all of a sudden, find yourself in limbo.
One woman I spoke with was an exception.
She had' already found a job. Perhaps getting a
diploma was just a formality for her. In any
case, she was all smiles.
Just the other day, I bumped into David
Friedrichs. He's very active in student government and a pretty intelligent guy. Like myself,
he's graduating in May. Unlike myself, he's
found a job. And believe you me, he was Guy
Smiley.
l' ve come to the conclusion that May probably isn't the best time to go job hunting. I hate
to sound cliche, but the sooner the search begins, the better.
Over the past year, I've listened to the
success stories of individuals who have scored
jobs.
In every case, it seems as if the person
employed a tactic unlike what the vast majority of students do. After each story, I took a
mental note of what worked for that individual.
With only one semester to go, the ideas
have begun to percolate, I've decided to put
them down on paper. And what better spot
than this column space. Here are a few biggies:
Practice makes perfect. Although many
'career counselors and employers frown upon
it, going on an interviews even if you don't
plan on taking the job can help out a lot.
Horror stories abound in newspapers and career resource literature about people who
have had disastrous interviews.
Interviewing is a skill and to get good at
it, practice is required. Going on numerous
job interviews is one way to get better. First,
it can serve to calm the nervousness and
tension. Second, you might get lucky and
stumble onto ajob that you didn't think you
had a chance of getting.
People hate liars. Realistically, most
people embellish their resumes just a touch.
There's a lot of competition out in the working world, so everyone wants to get that extra
edge. Perhaps the GPA wasn't exactly a 3.0.
Who's going to know?
I'll bet that human resources personnel
expect potential employees to fudge a little
on minor details. More stock is placed on the
interview than the resume. But what really
irks interviewers are the gratuitous liars who
belch out numbers that couldn't possibly ring
true. For instance, cashiers should never say
they increased yearly sales figures by 25
percent. Bye Bye.
, Drop in and say hi. imagine this, applicants from umpteen different schools are sending out resumes by the bulk. More than 3/4s
o f them printed on gray-marble paper (each
person thinking that will make their resume
'stand out). Out of all of those resumes for
employers to sort through, none has a face to
go along with name on the paper.
Though a step out of the way, try stopping
In at the company in which you are interesting in working. It will impress the employer
'that you are motivated, energetic and enthusiastic enough about the company to do more
than shove an envelope in a mailbox.
Show that you're flexible. More than anyI thing, be able to market yourself as more than
:.just a one-dimensional worker. Unless you're a
~ doctor, specialties aren 'tin great demand. People
• need to know how to write, communicate orally
: and work with others in addition to the tasks
: expected of you in your chosen field.
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Metro Link riders park free at students' expense
For the fIrst few weeks of school,
good parking spots are ahot commodity. To fmd a space reasonably close to
class, many students must slowly creep
up and down the aisles and pray someone backs out.
The problem is compounded by
the large number of Metro Link riders
who park in lots reserved for students.
Instead of parking in Garage H when
the Metro lot fills up, as a sign indicates, downtown commuters conveniently move over into lot E.
These people do not pay to park
there nor do they pay a penalty for
doing so. Students, on the other band,
pay $46 to park. Students caugh t park-

ing without a permit face a $25 fine.
To make matters worse, the UM-St.
Louis police knows that it's going on but
can do nothing about it. If police ticket a car
illegally parked that does not belong to a
UM-St. Louis student, the owner is not
legally bound to pay the fine. Theoretically,
if all of lot E were filled to capacity with
non-students, nothing could, or would, be
done.
Furthermore, UM policy prohibits the
towing of non-student vehicles that accumulate several tickets. Only "abandoned"
vehicles can be towed, said UM Police
Sergeant Bruce Gardiner. In addition, no
local ordinances prohibit Metro riders from
parking in spaces paid for by students.

In light of the blatant inequality,
perhaps towing might be a good deterrent for those taking advantage of the
free park-and-ride Metro Link system.
Even enacting a law that permits the
campus police to place a legitimate,
enforceable ticket on a vehicle would
be acceptable.
Or better yet, make parking free for
everyone, .including students. If a lot
can be filled with non-student vehicles
at no cost, there's no reason why student vehicles should be denied that
same free access. In any case, a policy
must be implemented to address the
problems caused by the ever-increasing tide of Metro Link riders.

Letters to the editor
MTV no match for heavenly music
To the editor:
In response to the Jan. 21 article
"They Want Their MTV," I sympathize
with both sides of the controversy.
The easy answer to all of this would
be to either eliminate or retain MTV,
according to one's position on the issue. But would either choice offer the
best solution?
People view or listen to whatever
gives them pleasure. Implementing censorship rules/codes on any medium
won't stop that. I agree that in a world
like ours, people need external prods on
behavior-or else anarchy would result.
At the same time, getting one's way
about the matter may satisfy one's sense
of entitlement.
It's nice to get one's "rights," but if
the pursuit of rights is taken to extremes, anarchy will result. People have
frequently indulged in violent riots, asserting the "right" to special treatment
and to choose to kill unborn babies or

diseased people.
According to the Bible, the root problem
of all this is that our motives, thoughts, attitudes, words and acts are spoiled by sin. To
God, we're rebels against His perfect laws.
We want our own way and to indulge our
senses.
This explains controversies like the MTV
one. Jesus, God the Son, is our solution.
Once, He became a man, lived a perfect
human life, and died a horrible death on a
cross-to save us from sin and hell.
When He died, He secured forgiveness
for each of us. He also rose again bodily and
returned to heaven; ever since, He has been
changing people everywhere.
All it takes is to realize and admit our
need for Him and His forgiveness and accept
His love as a free gift.
When Christ got a hold of me, He freed
me from the need to fight for my rights and to
stick to rock as my music choice.
.
He can free anyone from any life-dominating habits.

Lisa A. DeSherlia

Have we stepped
on your toes?
Okay.
Like what you
read?
Good.
Let us know in a

letter to the
editor.
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Here ye, here yeo The UM-St. Louis Student
Court will now come to order. The disgraceful
and inept Steve Bartok presiding.
At !east that's how it ought to read.
I say inept because the court, under his
leadership, has degenerated into little more than
another manifestation of apathy and indifference on campus. Ideally, the court can and
should serve as the
embodiment of student-led arbitration
and resolution of
student problems.
Grievances, complaints, minor episodes of rrllsconduct, parking tickets-alI these are
potential issues with
which the ideal student court wrestles.
Unfortunately the ideal resides in afar-away
land or at least at another university where
students actually spend enough time on campus
to interact with one another and thereby participate in events, conversations or altercations that
warrant court intervention and necessitate court
rulings.
As itis now, the UM-St. Louis Court docket
has consisted almost entirely of parking ticket
appeals. Not exactly the stuff of which a Perry
Mason mystery is made. Nevertheless, the court,
under Bartok's leadership, has encouraged and
fostered this distrust or disinterest, whatever it
may be called, by fumbling, bungling and otherwise mishandling the cases in recent past that
could have defined it as a legitimate forum for
fair and reasonable arbitration on campus.
Of course I refer to the the now-(in)famous
Sexy Legs spectacle of 1994. TonyaHutchinson
filed in September of that year a grievance with
the court against the Sigma Pi fraternity for a
host of alleged violations related to the fratemi ty' s
somewhat explicit and provocative representation offemales on a large piece of plywood. The
court evaded its responsibilities for the duration
of the semester only to rule in December that the
case was not within its jurisdiction.
In his decision, B artok muttered and rambled
on for a number paragraphs before surmising
that "this is an issue of student conduct for the
division of Student Affairs to handle." The
whole semester-long charade was marked by
this kind of slovenly cowardice and downright
incompetence.
On the day it weaseled out of its obligation
to Hutchinson and Sigma Pi, the court waited
until II am. to notify fraternity representatives
that their case would be heard later that same
day. Ironically, the two sides came together in
some strange, perverted unilateral opposition
against the court's negligence.
illtimately, administrators adjudicated the
fracas in typical bureaucratic fashion, refusing
to rule decisively one way or another, guaranteeing the very same controversy in 1995 and again
in 1996. So it's back to parking tickets for Bartok
and his dwindling gaggle of sycophants.
The crowning disgrace came last week when
Bartok placed a shameless grovelling plea in
The Current for justices. Rather than appeal to
political science majors who could gain valuable hands-on experience from court service or
to students' sense of responsibility or to nothing
more than the chance to decide the fate of
another student's affairs, Bartok chose the lowest, most base, unprofessional and tasteless tack
possible. "Do you get parking tickets?" the advertisement asked. "Make the system work for
you. There are current openings on the Court.
The Student Court deals with parking ticket
appeals."
I can't figure out if this was an effort to
recruit justices, encourage students to appeal
tickets or show everyone just how ignorant
student leaders can really be. Whatever it was, I
did get the distinct impression that student court
justices rarely lose a parking ticket appeal.
This pathetic display of underhandedness
all but announces to the student body that fair,
judicious and reasonable decisions play very
little part in the court's operation. If you're a
justice, or if you have the good fortune to know
one, you probably won't lose on appeal for
parking violations.
Once again the student court and Bartok
have given us no reason to believe the court is
capable of adjudicating anything. Moreover,
Bartok's proven failure and the court's perennial ineffectuality guarantee more of the same
disgraceful ineptitude in coming months.
Court adjourned.

The Current welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be brief and accompanied
by your name, telephone and student numbers. The Current reserves the right to edit
letters for clarity and length; letters will not
be published without the aforementioned information. Letters can be dropped off at or
mailed to:

The Current
7940 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Mo. 63121
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HIt would be very
presumptuous of me to
expect you to get the
same thing from my
paintings that I get out of
doing them. These
represent my obsession.
Why would I expect my
obsession to interest
you?

b
.R
t
by Jill Barrett
features editor

Sometimes I wish I were a
superhero (or superheroine, as the
case may be). I would have nifty
superpowers to get myself out of
those annoying little "situations"
in which I find myself all toooften. In addition to superpowers, I
would also have ail the perks of
superhero-dam. I would have
comic books in which to star; car(j toons on which I make guest appearances; action figures that look
much better than I do in real life;
and , of course, an entire closetful
of distincti ve clothing.
The idea first occured to me
during my final year in college.
Naturally, I was already thinking
about what I could possibly do
with my life, besides ruin it. (Which
I had planned to do during those
rebellious teen years. After I discovered that pissing off, the parents grows old after the first 17
years, I was at a loss about what to
do with the nextflfty or sixty years .)
During this time, I lived in a
rented house which had deadbolt
locks . If the doors were locked
I
- which they always were - I
needed a key to open them, even
from inside the hous e. One day,
after everyone had left, I couldn't
find my keys and was locked
inside the house. Since I had to
be at work a full three hours before anyone was due back, I decided.to climb out the only window I could open - the kitchen
window .
Under ordinary circumstances, this would be no big
. deal . However, this window was
over a concrete flight of stairs,
which led from the bac~yard to
the outside entrance of the basement. If I couldn ' t swing myself
over to the grass beside the stairs,
I would fall about twenty-five
feet onto concrete. Trying to remember whether or notmy health'
insurance was still active, I decided to give it a go.
It wasn't as easy as it looked;
the grass was much further over
than it appeared from the safety
of the kitchen . Unfortunately , I
didn ' t realize this until after I
was hanging from the windowsill. In the face of impending
doom, two thoughts ran through
my mind: "Gee, I hope nobody I
know passes by," and "I wish I
were Spider-man right about
now."
With that final thought, I discovered my calling.
Of course, my vocational
choice would cause some sacrifice on my part. First of all , my
superpowers were somewhat limited. I did have the unusual ability to shove ' 16 grapes into my
mouth at once, but I was unclear
about how this skill would make
bad men stop dead in their tracks.
Becoming a villainess had a cer. tai n appeal. I thought it would be
cool to have a job description
that contained the phrase "nefarious evil -doer," but my crimes
against humanity were non-existent. Alth ough I was willing to
build a resume of dastardly deeds,
I knew that I really didn't have
the required nastiness.
Becoming a good guy was
my best bet, but I really wasn ' t
qualified for that position. either. My heart was in the right
place, but I imagine that fighting
crime and savi ng the world would
take a little bit more physical
coordinati o n th a n I possessed . I
. could just see myself chasing bad
guys and getting my cape caught
in a revolving door. Even if I
trapped' the bad guys in the door,
I'd proba.bly end up on "Rescue

I

.

I

see Super Jill, page 4
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Clarence Morgan

Fail re necessary part of artist's success
by Jill Barrett
features editor

goers. His paintings are a mixture of
acrylic and gel which produces almos t three-dimensional works .
Terry Suhre, the new director of Morgan's abstract work contains lay. Gallery 210, plans to use the gallery ers of colors with an almost sculpas a teaching tool for students. He and ture-like surface.
W. Jackson Rushing, the curator of .
"What I do is start out making a
the current show, see Gallery 210 as mess, and then try to get out of it,
a way to expose new art not currently Morgan explained . ''I'm not working
being shown in St. Louis. The current on a conscious plane. It' s like cookshow "Clarence Morgan : Recent ing. I try to make a meal with leftAbstractions" brought the artist to overs. I enjoy the process almost as
Gallery 210 to speak about his work much as the result. Process is the key
- you start to experiment and turn it
and vision.
At a reception last Thursday, into som(\thing else. Trial-and-error
Morgan spoke for approximately an - failure is a necessary part of suchour about his paintings and enter- cess ."
Although Morgan's paintings are
tained questions from the gallery-

very textured , he has not made the
transition to sculpture. "r would have
to learn so much more about techniques of making sculptures. To me,
painting is ordinary - it's an
unmystifying process. "
His paintings themselves - because oftheir abstraction - defy any
kind of interpretation, either. "It
would be very presumptuou s of me to
expect you to get the same thing from
my paintings that I get out of doing
them. These represent my obsession.
Why wouldl expect my obsession to
interest you? What people get out of
my paintings result from their differ.
ent experiences. "
"People have said that painting is

dead," said W. Jackson Rushing,
guest curator of the exhibit and associate professor of Art History . "B ut
looking at the vitality of the paintings
here, I would say that painting is not
only not dead, it's not even tired."
Morgan explained that some of
his later paintings in .the exhibit are
more contemplative. "These paintings are more reflective than some of
my earlier paintings in the exhibit. In
[the earlier ones], it's likeI'm shouting, but my later ones are more meditative, which shows where I, as a
perSall , am now as compared to several years ago."
Rushing and Suhre would like to
import new art from around the coun-

try and introduce students to the latest in the visual arts . Suhre would
also like to make students part of an
advisory board, so that students could
have more inputinto the shows. After
Morgan's show , Suhre planned an
exhibition of Jeff Colby's ~ork, a
young artist who recently died of
AIDS ..
"This show will help give a face
to the disease- show people Colby's
feelings about his own death," Suhre
explained. In this way, Suhre plans to
use the gallery as a teaching tooL
The show "Clarence Morgan:

see Morgan, page 4

Natural dialogue, rich language
highlight Carkeet's latest novel
by Jill Barrett
features editor

My novels are integrated
- people are laughing
because they know the
character.
-David Carkeet, English
professor at UM-St. Louis,

The novel "The Error of Our Ways," by
David·Carkeet, represents the success - not
the errors - of the author's writing career.
David Carkeet, an English professor at UMS1. Louis , recently published his latest novel
andis currently holding readings around town .
The protagonist in "The Error of Our
Ways" is Jeremy Cook, a linguist who appeared in two other of Ciu-keet's novels. The
plot of his new book centers around the relationship between Cook and a man named
Hudnut.
According to Carkeet, thi s novel began as
a story of male friendship , but it turned into
something more "pessimistic."

"Jeremy Cook is a regular guy - he
wants friend s," Carkeet explains , " but this
story is really about the different views these
two men have and how difficult it is to connect
with
other
people."
The book, like Carkeet's previous novels, is
a humorous one, but despite the natural dialogue and rich language, Carkeet stated that
he find s it awkward to choose scenes to read
at his readings.
"Some writers have an artificial set piece
that they choose to read for laughs ," Carkeet
said . "I prefer to let the material speak for
itself. My humor is not one-liner humor, like
[playwright} Neil Simon. That type of humor
lends itself very well to reading aloud. My
humor is more situationaL My novels are
integrated - people are laughing because

they know the character. Because of that, sometimes it's hard to pull out just one scene."
Carkeet began his novel-writing career in
1973. Over a period offline months , he wrote his
first novel , a science-fiction book called "Sex
and Conversation Among Drips."
"I read a book along the lines of what I was
trying to do," Carkeetexplained. "I looked to see
wh o published it and sent my manuscript to the
same publisher - Anatheum Publisher. They
rejected it, but wrote such a positive letter that I
thought it stood a good chance somewhere."
About fifteen different publishers rejected
that first novel, and it was never published.
However, in 1979 , Carkeet's second novel was
published by Dial Press.

see Carkeet, page 4

What is the best thing about the by Ashley Cook
of The Current staff

"It gets me one day closer to
getting out of here."

~Da"ell Watkins
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Junior- Psycho 10g'1

start ofa new semester?
"It's anothe..r chance to convi,nce students of the advantage of starting their
research papers ealier.';
-

. -Melissa SilvesterReJe1".ence librg.rian
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Movie Review

I'm Not Rappaport not for MTV generation
by D.J. Sermos
of The Current staff

Clarence Morgan, dicusses his methodology with Gallery 21 0
director W. Jackson Rushing.
L

~----------------------------------------------~

- Morgan, from page 3
Recent Abstractions" will run until. shows are free and open to the public .
March 8. Gallery 210 is located on For gallery hours and more informathe second t100r of Lucas Hall. All tion, call 516-5976.

Super Jill, from page 3
911" with a reenactment of my slow
strangulation by my own clothing .
("No, Commis sioner Gordon, I
planned it that way. It worked out
great, hUh?")
But who knows? Don't the only
qualifications include just one of

the following: being a shy, wealthy
recluse, being from another planet,
or being the victim of a science
experiment gone horribly wrong? I
think I can fake it. Let me just head
on over to Career Services and check
out the openings.

I'm not impressed. I'm not
Rappaport has an intended viewing
audience that does not include the
average UM-St. Louis student. If
you're 55 and you're feeling nostalgic, this is a perfect two and a half
hour excursIon. This movie was not
madefortheX, Y,Z, orMTV generations. It could be that 1'm just a hyperactive juvenile ~ho needs more
Ritilan, but I just couldn't sit calmly
through this long and tediously boring movie.
I'm Not Rappaport has received
acclaim for reaching the hearts of the
elderly. It will receive no acclaim
here. Rappaport ' s director Herb
Gardner does do a great job of bringing out the beauty of New York's
Central Park. You could tell that
Rappaport had once been a play
through the thoroughly developed
characters. Walter Matthau and Ossie
Davis play two old men who meet
each day in central park to quibble.
Matthau plays an old man who
was steadfast in his views, no matter
what the cost. He also came across as
a pathological liar who would say
anything to have people believe in his
Marxist opinions. OssieDavis played
the mostly blind janitor of an ancient
high rise on Fifth Avenue. The most
memorable scene occurred when
Matthau and Ossie smoked a joint
and reminisced about past loves. This
is by far a better performance from
Matthau than his earlier attributes in
Grumpy Old Men.
The movie says a lot about the

Walter Matthau (left) plays Nat, and Ossie Davis(right) stars as Midge in I'm Not Rappaport.

human condition. The director tried
to hint on the fact that young people
don;t understand the elderly, which
m\lde my momentsjust after the movie
hectic. It left me thinking of a possible ~enerational-rnisunderstanding
cycle. We're young and we don't
understand our parents . They don't
understand us either. We get old , we
don't understand our parents, or our
kids . We get really old , and we don ' t

understand anyone, not even ourselves. Am I reading too much into
this movie? The more I think about it
the more I liked the theme of the
movie. One quote that rang true to the
theme was the idea that we "like
collecting all (their) old stuff, but not
(them)." It might have been touching
were I not bouncing around in my
seat. The audience that showed up for
the movie thoroughly enjoyed it, but

I feel some might have left had they
not fallen asleep.
This movie definitely had an intended viewing audience, and this
didn't include any college kids;
ma¥be my aged professor wielding
the yellowed transparencies. If you're
not 50 or older, I cannot recommend
this movie. I'm Not Rappaport receives a 'olD" grade .
Ratings receive A-F grades.

through the process. According to
Carkeet, agents know which publishing houses - at which editors
at these houses - are most likely to
accept a manuscript.
His advice to new writers is to
publish short fic tion, which will
make an agent more likely to take
on a new writer. Some sources of.
quality short fiction include quar-

terlies put out by English departments at various universities.
Above all, said Carkeet, writers
need to keep writing. ''The shy ,
'close t writers are probably going
to make it," he said ." What I don't
understand are the writers who say
they bate to write, or need to take a
class to write. What does the world
need with another unmotivated

writer'?"
Carkeet's new novel can be purchased at the campus bookstore.
Carkeet will read from , and sign
copies of, "The Errors of Our
Way ," at the Monday Noon Series,
today from noon to 1 p.m. in Room
229 of the J.e. Penney Building.
He will also read at Left Bank
Books Jan. 28 at 7 p.m:

Carkeet, from page 3
"They barely accepted it,"
Carkeet said."I called the editor at
the exact moment he was getting
ready to write me a letter. We ~ere
both amazed at the coincidence."
This coincidence resulted in a contract for Carkeet's novel.
Although Carkeet got his novel
published, he said that most new
writers have agents which cut

If you're astudent, read this now
Campus Connections, the annual
.student directory for the University, is
scheduled to print soon.

ns,

at

THIS FATAL ACCIDENT WAS CAUSED .
BY TEENAGERS GETTING STONED AND
.GOING TOO FAST.
Every year. thousands of young people die in car accidents caused by drugs and alcohol. But now you C!in
wreck your life without hitting the gas pedal. The number of reported AIOS cases among teenagers has increased
by 96% in the last two years. If you get high and forget, even for a moment, how risky sex can be, you're putting
your life on the line. Call 1-800-729-6686
for a free booklet with more information. AIDS. ANOTHERWAY DRUGS CAN KILL.

SO WAS TNISONE
. .
.

Leave your n;lme and student number
on the voice mail by February 1. After
that date, your name, address and
telephone number will appear in the
directory.
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an equal opportunity organization
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Out-rebounded Rivermen lose again
pressure," Head Coach Rich
Meckfessel said. "It is the same story,
poor rebounding and poor ball han.
The Great Lakes Valley Confer- dling."
UM-St. Louis struggled against
ence has been rough on the '
Rivrnermen . It didn ' t get any better the tall Wesleyan team. They were
as they lost to Kentucky Wesleyan out rebounded 39-27. The Rivermen
got a team of eight by Rodney
84-60.
The team's ninth game in the Hawthorne.
"The shooting wasn't a problem
GL VC was perhaps one of the rougher
for
us tonight. We shot 44 percent
outings. The Rivermen turned the
whichisn
't great, but it wasn'ta probball over 21 times.
"We didn't play well against their lem," Meckfessel said. "It goes back

by Ken Dunkin
sports editor

to rebounding. If we go out and outrebound Lewis one night 40-29 we
should be able to go out and rebound
well against another team. Lewis was
a good rebounding team, they had a
plus four rebounding percentage."
Meckfessel said team rebounding leader Kevin Tuckson was a player
who needed preform better for them
to win.
'Tuckson only had 4 rebounds,"
Meckfessel said. '1 don't expect for
him to get 15 or 19 like he has been,

by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
Where in the area can you
play sports complete with referees and documented standing for free? Not many people
know about it, but through the
UM-St. Louis Rec Sports programs, all that is possible.
Rec Sports is the best kept
secret on campus for students
and faculty alike. With events
such as the up-coming coed basketball tournament on Feb. 4,
where participants always play
free of charge, the department
is one of the schools finest.
Hidden in the front of the
Mark Twain Building, the Rec
Sports office might be easy for
many people to miss.
Always ready to help assistant coordinator Pam Steinmetz
has helped build a solid following along wjth manager Larry
Coffin.
The group has activities for
all skill levels and preferences.
Personally the Wiffleball tournament on Mar. 4 is going to be
a welcome addition for me. I
can't get enough of the sport.
So, with a little participation,
the event will be a huge success.
Success is something the
program has had with its coed
softball tournaments.
The event happens once per
seme.ster and as a former captain of a championship winner
(the Current won Fall of '95) , I
can attest that the event is one
of the best sponsored by Rec
Sports.
With a variety of campus
organizations involved and free
soda and barbecue, softball IS a
success every time.
I still have to grin when I
think of The Current's extrainning comeback to win the
championship over the Honors
College.
Don Barnes came through
with the big hit and frankly
folks, it just proved that we
aren't just great journalists; we
are great athletes too .
It' s just plain fun, and it IS
always free, minus a $10 forfeit depOSit which is given back
after the event if the team
doesn't forfeit a game. For more
information, call the Rec Sports
Office Hotline at 516-5125, or
stop by the departments offices
at 203 Mark Twain. They will
be more than happy to help you.
Look out for Pam in badminton
in March, she's a tough player.
Tough luck has plagued
both of the basketball teams.
The reason? Youth of the
Riverwomen. For both, itis also
the lack of a big player in the
middle.
While Kevin Tuckson and
Krystal Logan are great players, both are the best on their
teams, they aren't tall enough
to matc'h up with the opposi ng
centers.
Tuckson is having one of
the greatest seasons a UM-St.
Louis player has ever had . His
rebouniling total hovers around
10.5 and his scoring keeps improving over the season.
He ' s also plaYIng hard
which was a problem for him In
the past. With the past behind
him, Tuckson keeps rolling
along, putting up big n umbers
in big games against the big
men of the GL vc. His big rebounding nights have been
comillg regularly . A great Job
by a I'Clld-IJack, quiet guy.

Forward Rodney Hawthorne drive to the hoop against Lewis earlier this season. The team is
currently 5-11 overall and 2-7 in the Great Lakes Valley Conference.

but he has got to get at least near
double digits ."
Other Rivermen have also noticed that when Tuckson plays poorly,
the team does also. '
"Kevin didn 't play well, and it
showed in the result," Hawthorne
said. "We have been feeding off of
him lately. And when he plays well,
we stay competitive in games."
The game was doomed early for
the Rivmermen as Kentuck y
Wesleyan applied a zone defense and
pressured them to make mistakes.
"We played terrible," Hawthorne
said. "We came out slow, and they
came out ready. They applied a lot of
pressure, and we choked. They caused
a lot of problems for us that we didn ' t
resolve. We crumbled."
The team was within striking
range with nine minutes remaining.
The Rivermen were down 11
points, but after turning the ball over
and giving up second opportunity on
shots, they soon fell behind for good,
finally losing by 24.
"We playa lot of guys, and we
can ' t shake our problems ,"
Meckfessel said. "The only thing that
will get rid of them is for the players
to just go out and play good fundamental basketball."
"We started the game well,"
Meckfessel said. "We we\e down by
only 11 with 9 minutes to go."
Besides turnovers and rebounding troubles, the team also had prob-

lems getting to the free throw line. It
shot seven in the fir st hal f and zero in
the second.
"The lack of free throws was our
fault," Meckfessel sa1d. "They were
bigger and stronger than us, and we
couldn't get the ball inside in the
second half We only shot seven rebounds for the game and none in the
second half In the 800 plus games
that 1've coa<,:hed, that is the lowest
total ever."
There was one bright spot for the
Rivermen. Eric Stiegman led the team
with 16 points on a 7-for-12 shooting
night. He also had five rebounds.
"Eric played well, " Meckfessel
said. "He was assertive and he stepped
forward on the offensive end."
The team lost the services of guard
Dwon Kelly in the game as he broke
h1s foot early in the first half He will
miss the rest of the season.
"We're Just going to have to see
how things work out after Dwon's
injury ," Hawth orne said . "Stein
Rotegaard 1S gOlng to get a shot now .
Heis the bestshooteron the team. We
had a competition, and he won hands
down."
The injury caps a disappointing
first GLVC season for the team. But
with 10 games remaining, the Rivermen are still optimistic.
"This has been a disappointing
season , but we have 11 games left
and we will keep trying in all of
them," Meckfessel said.

Tuckson makes his final season most successful
and 16 point s per game.
"I knew he could do this well," teammate of four seasons Rodney Hawthorne
After three years of playing in the back- said. "The last three years he has played
ground, Riverman Kevin Tuckson has as well as anyone. I knew it was just a
stepped to the front and is currently ranked matter of getting a lot of playing time ."
While Tuckson hasn't started his enamong the best in the nation with his 11
tire career at UM-St. Louis, he has gotten
rebounds per game average.
"Kevin has rebounded better this year plenty of playing time. Which he said is
than any player I have ever coached," Riv- one of the bnght spots about his career.
"I've gotten a lot of
ermen head coach
playing time ," he said.
Rich Meckfessel said.
"Most players ride the
This coming from
bench for the first two
a coach with 28 years· "Kevin has
seasons and then get an
experience
has
rebounded better
opportunity to play. 1've
watched
Tuckson
this year than any
been getting time since
progress as a player
day
one. My four years
over the past four seaplayer I have ever
here
have been excel sons.
coached."
lent. "
Tuckson 's
The key to his sucprogress hasn't come
-Rich Meckfessel cess this season?
easily. After coming to
"I just play every
Rivermen
the Rivermen for his
game like it's my last,"
freshman season, he
Basketball Coach Tuckson said.
played well but played
Tuckson has been
in a minor role. He averaged 6.7 points and 5.2 rebounds per perhaps the biggest player for the team
game. The following year his playing time this year. His down games are also the
decreased with the emergence of new- teams down games as his six point, four
comer Eric Bickel at center. His output also rebound night against Kentucky
decreased. He averaged 5.3 points and 3.2 Wesleyan proved. The team lost by 24
rebounds per game. Last season, with a points.
"When Kevin doesn't play well, it
bigger role off the bench he emerged as a
better scorer with 7.8 POInts per game , but shows on the teams effort," Hawthorne
his reboundin g was still less than his fresh- said.
As his fellow Rivermen have seen,
man season at 4.6 per game.
This year, in a set starting position, he when Tuckson plays well, the team wins.
has played great, putting together double- He has led the team in rebounding in 12 of
double (10 or more rebounds and points) in
see Tuckson, page 6
eight games . He is averaging 11 rebounds

by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
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Rivermen center Kevin Tuckson (#52) goes up for a shot against l ewis in a
game earlier this season. Tuckson pulled down 19 rebounds against LeWis.

.Same problems occur as Riverwomen lose in Kentucky
Chemistry, poor rebounding, bad free
throw shooting and injuries doom team
o
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fUverwoman Krystal Logan goes up with a shot against Wisconsin Parkside.
~~

~
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by Brian Folsom
sports associate

eventually pulled away.
The Ri verwomen played Without injured
sophomore Krystal Logan, and Coen said that
The UM-St. Louis Riverwomen basket- hurt the team because players had to play more
ball team hit the road last week for three tough and couldn't rest as much.
matchups, and due to subpar shooting and lack
"Dellise Simon didn't have a parucularly good
of execution, they dropped the first two games. game, but she played more than normal because
The fIrst loss came Jan. 20 in Mi ssouri. of Logan 's absence," Co en said.
Then the team traveled to Owensboro , to take
Simon, the team' s leading rebounder, hadjust
on Kentucky Wesleyan.
five boards.
The outlook was bright for the Riverwomen
The extent of Logan's injury is not known at
heading into the game because Kent.-Wes. (6- this point, however she Will remain In St. Louis
10 overall, 2-7 Great Lakes Valley Confer- untli the team returns on Sunday More should be
ence) had been struggling However, the know by weeks end.
Riverwomen couldn't keep up with thelr hotCoen also noted that the team did not shoot
shooting opponents (Kent.-Wes. shot 53 per- well from the field (37 percent).
cent from the fIeld), and lost 77-66.
The Riverwomen (4- 12 overall, 1-8 GL Ve),
According to head coach Jim Coen, the did improve their free throw shooting (69 perloss was tou gh, but it wasn't due to lack of cent, 11-16), and according to Coen, they ran the
effort.
offense well.
"We played With a lot of heart and mten"We did a great job of taking care of the ball
sity," he said. "We just missed some shots and and we played well defensively," saidCoen. "W~
layups that we should have made at crucial just didn't execute when it came to shooting the
times."
balL"
As has been the case all season for the
. Senior Deena Applebury led the way with 25
Riverwomen, they were down by just four pomts. She was also 4-10 from the 3-point line
points with under two minutes to play , but
didn't capitalize on their chances. Kent. Wes.

see Kentucky, pa.ge 6
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Tuckson, from page 5

KentuC/cYI from page 5
and 9-11 from the free throw
line . Freshman Jamie Dressler
led the Riverwomen with 6 febounds.
Coen added that the team still
needs to walk on getting everyone to play well together at the
same time.
"We are still having the problem of just two or three girls on

the court playing weii at , once,"
Coen said. "If we cou ld get all five
girls on th e court t!J play well together at the same tim e, we wo uld
be better."
The Riverwomen were scheduled to play con f erence ri v al
Bellarmine on Saturday nigbt. Tbe
team then returns borne to do battle
with SIUE-Edwardsv iii Jan. 30,

and
Southern
Indiana
Rjv erwome n Fall Short In
Kelltuckya Feb. 1. Both games
will be played at Mark Twajn
Building with the starting time
being 6 p.m . .
The Riverwomenwill be at
home until they go OD tbe road
when they travel to St. Joseph' s
Feb, 6.

Join
The

their 16 games .
"'Tuck has stepped up his play
and help ed the team out," teammate
Dwon Kelly said. "He has eight
double-doubles thi s season and has
been a leader consistently. With
him playing well, things should
work out."
" When Kevin wants to play he is
one of the best players on either
team," guard Jason Frillman said.
A friendship has developed between Tuckson and Hawthorne as
they have played together the past

four seasons. They have bOlh developed a second sense for eac h
other on the floor.
"It has been fun playing with
him for four years," Tuckson said.
"We have some chemistry going .
He knows where I'm going to be
before I even get there. He knows
my game better th an I do. "
Hawthorne took a shot at describing Tu ckson's playing
strengths.
"He 's strong down low. He run s
the court well, and he 's always

ready to receive a pass," he said .
The .t'-vo have p layed in every
game for tbe Rivermen tbe past four
seaso ns. In addition to being room~
mates on the road, tbey also share
an apartment on campus.
"You can't help but develop a
friendship when you play with a
guy for as long as we have played
together," Hawthorne said.
"We're just enjoying it for as
long as we can because you nev'e r
know how long it is going to las'l,"
Tuckson said .
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He's got a
pacerrlaker.
She'~,gota

grandtati1er.
Your donations

help give someone

B irtll right

a second chance.
He calls his pacemaker his
"grandfather clock." We call
it a medical miracle. Today,
thanks to research and education , we're touching more
hearts and lives than ever
before .

0 " .. . . .",. " . ' ' ' ,

- FREE TEST, w ith imm ed i ate r ' su i t s det ec ts
pregn a nc y 1 0 da ys after i t .bc!;ins .

- PR() F E SS I O NAL COUNSELING
• IM MED IATE p racti ca l ass isl noee
• ALL ser:vi ecs FREE and confidenti :d

Hel p

rs

d.... .

St. Ch ..
.724-120U
S outh City
. . . . 962-3653
Midt o w n
.. 9"6 ··4900
(AFTER HOURS: 1-8 0 0 - 550 - 41i100 )

••• n two ad . . . . . 962 - 5:100
. 227- 2266
Bridce1o"
. 221-.8776

a .. ll w i n

Please give generously to the
Ame rican Heart Association .
For more information, call .

N cad.>Y

1-800-AHA-USA 1.
Reprinted WIth the pennission of the
Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada.

We Care.

photo: Ken Dunkin

Rodney Hawthorlfe' (with baH' flys 10 the hoop. Hawthorne and Kevin Tuckson have played
together for four seasons. The two have developed a bond on and off the court.
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"RODNEY AT
HIS BEST!

'l LAUGH·RIOT!

CWSIC DANGERFIELD. NON-STOP FUN!
BAWDY, BOISTlR~l !!LLY-LAUGHS
FROM START TO nNISH.1I

THE LAUGHS lUST KEEP COMING.II

Finance/ Accounting
Edward Jones is one of the fastest growing brokerage firms in the United
States. We currently have a part-time opportunity avail'able in our Investment
Banking Department. This position will require 4 - 4 hours days per month.
This will include:
2-4 hour days the third week of each month .
2-4 hour days the last week of the month
(1 day must be in the afternoon of the last business day of the month)

-Barry leVan, CHANNEL MlERICA

:""'Uoyd Gite, FOX·lV/HOUSTON

"RAUNCHY,
RUDE AND
WCALLYI

He saMenace to
High Society.

II

- Michael Calleri, CBS-lV/BUFFALO

\

We are looking for an individual we can cross-train on the production of
Investment Banking's Utility Publications. Your responsibilities will include:
• extracting com'mon stock and financial information from a variety of
sources
I obtaining companies' financial reports from various sources such as the '
Internet, Nexls, etc.
• inputting data on the IBM system
• maintaining mailing label database on IBM system as well as
subscriptions, including sending expiration letters
I preparing financing summaries utilizing Securities Data Company on-line
database service
Ability to work accurately with numbers is a must. Basic accounting courses ,
would be a plus ..

\.'

If interested, please submit your resume to:

RODMEY'

~

DANGERFIELD

Edward Jones
Attn: Human Resources/Bkng.
201 Progress Parkway
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
Fax: 314/515-7561
E-mail: amy.weic~t@edwardjones.com
Visit our website: www.edwardjones.com
Edward Jones is a~ equal opportunity employer.
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STARTS FRIDAY, JANUARY 31 ST

EdwardJones .
Serving Individual Investors Since 1871

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFI EDS CALL LISA
516-5175
WORK

Want $15,100 for

.
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college?

The Army Reserve can help you take a big bite out of
college expenses.

How?
If you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill could provide you
with up to $7,124 for college or approved vo/tech training.
. We'll also pay you over $107 a weekend to start. Training is
usually one weekend a month plus two weeks' Annual Training.
By adding the pay for Basic Training and skill training, you'll earn
over $18,000 during a standard enlistment.
So, if you could use a little financial help getting through
school-the kind that won't interfere with school-stop by or call:

426-0335
BE ALL YOU CAN 8E~

ARMY RESERVE

\VANTED
SALESPERSONS WANlED
Earn $1000+ per week in your spare
time. No experience necessary. We
are looking for aggressive college students to help us build our exciting new
business. I:or more information call
510-6209.
INTERNSHIPS AVAll..ABLE with
the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) starting immediately. Volunteer or earn credit One semester
commitment required; 10-12 hours a
week. Interns investigate complaints,
offer legal information and resource
options, and draft letters. Learn about
civil liberties while assisting complainants. Call Judy Cromwell, 3612111.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Earn $1500+ per week working outdoors. FullJPart-time. No Experience necessary. For more information call Toll-Free 1-888-321-4440
Ext. 2009.

FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00MSA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT

No, that's when On-Campus
recruiting starts - some great
companies coming'

Does your resume have the content but
lack the professional appearance you
wish it had? If so, call Scott at 291-7434
and inquire about getting a polished
look to your cluttered bio. After all,
your resume is a reflection of you!!

Buying?
Selling'?
Renting?
:.' I"Im.r.".

Career Services
516-5111

he Current Classifieds
has it all and they're
free for students! Call
Lisa-at 516-5175 to
lace an ad toda !!!

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPERBEACON BEACH RESORT 3
POOLS, I INDOOR POOL, HUGE
BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH
BAR, HOME OF TIlE WORLDS
LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE INFO 1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

FREE Information on how you can
earn $$$ working for yourself in the
lawn care and landscaping business.
Call 1-888-321-4440 Ext. 2009.

L\F£

BUYING? SELLING?
RENTING?
CALL LISA 516-5175

CORT FURNITURE
RENTAL
We sell previously rented furniture.
from 30-70% off retail prices. Sofas
from $199, dinettes and TV's from
$99, desk from 199, folding tables,
endtables, and tables from $19, four
piece bedroom sets from $249, Hurry
·in for best selection.
Cart Furniture Rental
12409 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton,MO 63044
any questions call 770-1406.
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COMPUTING JOB
OPPORTIJNITIES !
There are user consultant positions
available in the Student Computing
Labs and Advanced Technology
Classrooms at UM-St. Louis. You can
apply for the position via the Internet at
http://www,umsl.edulservices/slab/
lab/application.html or pick up an application at the SSB 103 lab. Any questions contact Karla Hangsleben at 5166732

Circle February 17th
on your calendarl

308 Woods Hall
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Jane Fonda married one
(pre-Ted Turner).

Are you tired of working
long hours to earn enough
money? Don't have enough
time to enjoy the money
you've earned? Then

Midtown Home Improvements

Gene Siskel works with one.
Garfield (the cat) was created
by one.

has the perfect part-time job for you! Work
Monday-Friday, 4:00-7:30, and earn $7.00 an
hour, plus have the opportunity to earn
bonuses and incentives! You'll have the
chance to use your people skills to your
advantage! For more information and to
set up an interview, call Kristy between
12:30 & 8:00P.M. at (314) 291-6061.

Lamar Alexander (he tried to be
President) used to be one.
The answer is as close as your college
newspaper. The Current has immediate
openings for writers.
News, features, entertainment-you pick.
Morning, noon, night-you decide.
Call Doug @ 516-5174 or show up on Mondays @ 2 p.m.

The Current
Because you never know when Jane Fonda .
will be single again.

We're not a bank. We don't issue cards, We don't set interest rales. Stop thinking of MasterCard as
a financial insutution and start seeing us for whai we are--one of the world's most technologically
sophisticated global payment franchises. We are the technical professionals who enable over
22,000 member financia l institutions to offer a full range of paymenl products such as credit calds,
on·line and off·line debit cards, ATM cash actess and more, In a nutshell, we're the br8ins behind
the bucks!

Due to continued growth we have Internship and full-time positions
available for those candidates majoring in Computer Science,
Foreign languages, Electrical Engineering and Mathematics.

Information Session, Wednesday, February 5
12pm-2pm, JC Penney Building-Room 75
Please RSVP to Paulette Thomas at 516·5113 by January 31.

In return for your expertise, we provide industlY·renowned benefits that include a competitive
salalY and one of the world's most generous 401 {KI matching programs (lull -time positions onlyl.
If you are ready to resha pe the w~ the world uses maney, stop what you are doing and bring your
technical talents to MasterCard.
If unable to attend our Infonnatianal Session, please send or fax your resume to: MasterCard
International, Dept UMSL, 11885 Lackland Rd., St.louis, MO 6314li. Fax: 314/542-7289,
We scan and process resumes electronically. Please use
minimum 12 paint black font ; do not use underlining, bold, MasterCard
~)~%:;':;fancy typeface . Equal Opportunity Employer.
International
You can lea rn more about our company, our technology
and our futUl8 by visiting us on the web at
httpJ/www.mastercard.com/people

Mrfj

PRIVATE &
CONFIDENTIAL
COUNSELING
TESTING AND TREATMENT

BY MEDICAL CONSULTANTS

100 N.EUCLlD STE 170
367-8810
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Bankers, from page 1
Jordan's father, Jerry, is the presid!!nt of the Federal Reserve Bank in
Cleveland, Oh.
Judd said Michael ' s connection
played a key role in securing Friday's
meeting.
"Michael deserves much of the
credit for the colloquium's success,"
Judd said. "As far as I know, this is
one of the first meetings of its kind. It
is very rare for Federal Reserve presidents to meet like this.
Judd said coordinating the endeavor required considerable attention to the potential ramifications it
could have.

"Whenmy
grandchildren open a
bank account, their
photo: Ashley Cook
addresses will
Thomas Hoenig, president of the Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank, addresses the crowd
probably end in
Friday. Approximately 150 attended the colloquium.
.com. "
of formulating and implementing
Each official delivered speeches in the nation ' s payment system.
-Jerry Joseph, that focused on different aspects of
In his speech, Melzer outlined monetary policy.
He pointed to the "basic Ameripresident of money and banking in the 21st cen- the basic nature of America's moncan distrust of centralized power"
tury.
etary system.
Cleveland Fed . Thomas Hoenig, of the Kansas
Jerry Jordan discussed the im- as the main source of the regional
'These men wield considerable
influence on our economy," Judd
said. "We had to be highly sensitive
so as not to violate any regulations."
According to Judd , the presidents
each paid for their own airfare and
accommodations in order to meet at
UM-St. Louis. All four were excited about meeting on campus to
hold the colloquium, Judd said.
The presidents were not allowed
to address policy issues or specifically speak about future economic
performance.

City Bank, discussed how the central bank's mission to supervise financial intermediaries was to be
fulfilled in the coming century.
"The bank's mission is to promote financial stability in the U.S.,'·
Hoenig said. "No technology can
replace good judgment. "
The Federal Reserve, instituted
in 1913 by an act of Con.gress, has
two offices in Missouri. Besides
the office in Kansas City , St. Louis
is home to another; its president,
Thomas Melzer, spoke about how
the central bank should participate

plication of innovations in communication technologies for commercial banks.
He said that electronic banking
willlikeJy replace more traditional
perceptions of banking in the 21st
century.
"When my grandchildren open
a bank account, their addresses will
probably end in .com," Joseph said.
"Furthermore, bank will become a
verb not a noun ."
Michael Moskow, of the Chicago bank, addressed the role of the
regional Reserve Banks in the task

Reserve Bank's success.
We are an independent system
within the government," Moskow
said . "But ultimately we are answerable to the Congress and the
people."
Each president was appointed
by a Board of Governors, which
consists of 7 members who are appointed to staggered, 14-year terms
by the President.
The Board conducts monitory
policy and has general oversight of
the operations of the regional Reserve Banks.

In Fall 1996, the Cashier' s Office
an automated processing
system that cost $136,420. Title III
provided $54,599. The University
paid for the rest and agreed to absorb
the $13,000-per-year maintenance
cost.
Student Financial Aid received

10 pentium computers , through Title
III . Mochl said the computers have
hel ped improve processes and procedures.
The technology reduced processing time for loans from four months
to fou r weeks.
With the co nstantly changing

technology, she added, system users
will need training. Part of the grant
went towards automated training on
CD-ROM for staff members, Moehl
said.
The Title III Leadership Team
and Student Activities developed the
Student Guide

Title III, from page 1
tacted the University and asked for
information, the name would be written down on a piece of paper and only
the infonnation asked for would be
sent. At the end of the day, the piece
of paper would be thrown away: We
wouldn't keep recruiting that person."

r~ceived

African-American history
month observance. Christo.pher Edley Jr., professor of law
with the Harvard Law School,
will be the featured speaker for
' .. "Ciyil Rights and African Ameri~
cans: A Reappraisal," a program being held in observance
of February as African Ameri.. can History Month; The program will be held from 7:30
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Monday, Feb . .
3 in the J:C. Penney Auditorium.callthe Office of Equal
Opportunity at 5695 tor details.
Reception to honor pres i- .
dent "Of curators board. All
faculty and staff are invited to
attend a reception honoring .
Malaika Horne,Ph.D., newly
elected Presiderit of the Universityof Missouri System
Board of Curators. She is the
. first UM-Sf. LbuisgrcJ.duate to
be. elected presiaentof the
board. The reception will be ·
held from 4:00 p.m~ to 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 5, in the
. 10bbyoftheJ.C. Penney Builldmg. Those planning to attend
are asked to call 516-5789 to
RSVP. . .
.
.
New campus.access lines
. installed. Over the past year,
UM-St.Louis has tripled its ca- '
pacity for off-campus access
to the campus computer network. Improvements for offcampus access to the computer network have been.com- .
pleted with the installation of ·
47 new phone fines. Faculty
can access that phone bank by
dialing 653-3100.
Mother/daughter tark
about feminism to be lecture
topic. Christina Looper Baker,
professor of English with ' the

University of Maine, will discuss her book, "The Conversation Begins: Mothers and
Daughters Talk About Living
Feminism," from 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. Friday, Jan. 31, in Room
'126 oftheJ.C. Penney Building. "conversation" was written
with ' her daughter, Christina
Baker Kline, a writer andfaculty member at New York Uni"
versity. The lecture issponsoredby the Center for the
Humanities and the Institute
. for Women's and Gender
Studies.
Curatorsto meeion campus. The UM System Board of
Curators'next meeting will be
held on theUM-St. Louis campus,in the Summit Lounge in
the . University Center. The
1 p.m.
meeting will begin
Thursday, Jan. 30, and COAtinue, if necessary, at. 9 a.m.
Friday, Jan. 31 . .

at

Biology seminar series.
Trevor Price,associateprQfessor of biology at the University
bfCaliforniaa1San-Djego, wUil
present a seminar titled "Using . Phylogeny to .Study the
History of AsianWarblerCommunities" at 4 p.m. Tuesday,
. Jan. 28, in RoomB101 of Benton Hall. Call Maryann
Hempen at6202 for details.
Chemistry colloquium 1s
set. Fred Lemke, professor of.
chemistry at Ohio University,
Will discuss"Recent Observations in Ruthenium . Silicon
Chemistry" at 4 p~m.Monday.; .
Jan. 27, in Room 451 of. Benton Hall, as part of the chemistry department's Winter1997
Chemistry Colloquia series.
Call 516-5311 for details :

Any Companion
. Rides Free

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Meeting Schedule for 1997
(first meeting)

January 29
126 ]C Penney

February 26
222 ] C Penney

Amtrak® Companion Fares:
Two ride for the price of one *.
We're not fussy. Whatever binds you, as long as your companion is traveling with you,
he/she rides FREE between any two stations on the Amtrak® 5t. Louis - Kansas City, Missouri
trains from January 13th through February 28, 1997. Can't be more simple than that.

Match 26
222 ]C Penney

Apri1 23

Or more money saving!

St. Louis to Washington: You $12 • Companion $0
St. Louis to Kansas City: You $26 • Companion $0
Trains depart daily from the Amtrak station at 550 South 1¢th Street·

222 ]C Penney
All Meetings will be hel d a t 3:00 P.M.
SGA executive applications will be availble
in February. Attend meetings for info.

AMTRAK
Call your travel agent or call

1-800-USA-RAIL
www.amtrak.com
'Companlon rides fres when accompanied by full fare paying adutt lraveling between 51. louis and Kansas City. MO on Train *3031304 (Ann Rutledge). Train
#301/306 (Mules). Passengers must travel together on identical itineraries. Seats' arelim~ed . Not valid with other discounts. promotions, or offers. Custom Class
seating is available lor an extra charge. Offer good 1113197 • 2128197. Fares. schedules, and restrictions subjec1 to change without notice.

I

